NAME:  
ID NUMBER: @  
SEMESTER STARTED: • fall • winter • spring • summer  
YEAR STARTED:  
DAYTIME PHONE: ( ) -  
EMAIL:  

WRITE THE SEMESTER AND YEAR YOU TOOK EACH CLASS NEXT TO THE CLASSES YOU COMPLETED:  
(ex. “spring 2015”)  

A total of 11 courses is needed to complete this certificate. (10 required and 1 personal choice)  

**Required courses (recommended in this order)**  

___________ SXI 100  Introduction to Image Consulting *  
___________ SXF 610  The Great Designers (online course)  
___________ SXF 300  Secrets from a Professional Shopper (online course)  
___________ SXI 200  Image Consulting: Wardrobe and Style (online course)  
___________ SXI 500  Fashion Essentials for Image Consultants (online course)**  
___________ SXM 405  Fashion Show Production baser for Freelances (online course)  
___________ SXF 810  Color for Wardrobe Planning (online course)  
___________ SXE 111  Introduction to Fashion Publicity and Events Planning for Image Consultants (online course)  
___________ CEO 001  Setting a Course for Your Business (online course)  
___________ SXI 300  Image Consulting: Business Essentials for Success (online course)  

**Personal choice courses (choose 1)**  

___________ SXM 410  Bridal Consulting and Wedding Planning (online course)  
___________ SXF 340  The Most Iconic Menswear Milestone in Fashion History  

* SXI 100 may be taken online or in the classroom. All other courses must be taken online.  
** SXI 500 has been specially formatted to replace the information imparted in SXF 400, SXF 500, and SXF 710  

Please hand in audit form to 236 West 27th Street or fax to 212-217-7176.